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January 2, 2023      4:54 PM

HK: Rules every Texas House freshman needs to know and the
realization freshmen senators are about to have

Some immutable rules including the most important vote you will cast this session;
don’t forget the purification wing of the GOP will lie about your record no matter
what you do

Now that freshman orientation is in the rear-view mirror and incoming members have discovered that
they suddenly have hundreds of new lobby friends and might even be taken more seriously in their
home communities, it might be the right time to inject a little reality.

Rule #1: First and foremost, your political party is not your friend. The people who wrote the
platform are usually the extremists in your community with little connection to reality. For
Democrats, this is currently less threatening because, with very few exceptions, the Party rarely tries
to punish incumbents.

The Republican Party of Texas is an entirely different kind of animal.

Decades ago, when Republicans were trying to win the majority (finally accomplished by the
miracles of mid-decade redistricting twenty years ago), GOP leaders would try to force the House to
take votes to “cut up” conservative Democrats in swing districts. Particularly effective were “pro-
consumer” votes that could be construed as pro-plaintiff attorney.

Those days are long gone. The RPT knows the wind is at their back.

With the Voting Rights Act eviscerated and the Texas Democratic Party aspiring to get back to being
simply “adrift”, the RPT is now unapologetically in the purification business – willing collaborators
with Midland and Cisco billionaires Tim Dunn and Farris Wilks.

The Party platform contains virtually no vision about the aspirational future of Texas but is rather a
conglomeration of grievances – real and imagined – mostly the result of a highly successful and
profitable manufactured outrage industry.
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Your district is simply collateral damage to a worldview divorced from the lives of your constituents.

Which leads to Rule #2: Consider this a memo to the nineteen Republicans who have so far publicly
signed on to RPT chairman Matt Rinaldi’s “pledge” to ban Democratic chairs. We will get back to
you next session when you have decided to be useful since you have now consigned yourself to the
irrelevant margins this time around.

Dade Phelan will be Speaker. Casting your vote for him is cost-free and therefore buys you nothing.
That means there’s one real speaker vote this session and that will be on the proposal to ban
Democratic chairs—repudiating a position the Speaker has publicly endorsed. For members who have
never bothered to learn the House Rules, voting “NO” is equivalent to a rarely used parliamentary
tactic called, “challenging the rule of the chair” in which the Chamber decides if the Speaker has so
torqued House Rules that the body conducts the equivalent of a Vote of No Confidence.

The maneuver rarely succeeds. Restricting a Speaker’s ability to pick his chairmen and his leadership
team is equal to a vote of no confidence (ask Kevin McCarthy) and the consequences, even for
senior members, are likely to be severe. Presume no chairmanships, poor committee assignments and
being relegated to gadfly status for at least one session.

So, it is important you understand that whatever high-minded things you may want to accomplish for
your people back home will only happen in spite of you, not because of you. More consequentially,
the forces driving this train could not care less about you. The only reason to cast that vote is fear of
being primaried.

Rule #3: But that fear of being primaried is delusional. While these folks are of marginal
consequence, they do not need a real reason to primary you. You could vote with them 95% of the
time but if they find another wannabe who is even more docile, you will be primaried.

There is no free pass. And the sad reality is that once they target you, they will lie about your record
anyway. Incoming members have now all been through the crucible of at least one election cycle and
you know the truth is often the first casualty of a political campaign. Plus, if you acquiesce on that
Rules vote, the manufactured outrage groups will know that you can be bullied and will never relent.

And the ultimate irony is that by marginalizing yourself on the Speaker’s power to pick his chairmen,
you take yourself out of future plays that empower Democrats because every vote is crucial to get to
76.

Your only defense is to actually represent your district.

Rule #4: A corollary to Rule #1 is that for the last twenty years, the only election in Texas that
mattered has been the Republican Primary and given the dysfunction of the Democrats and the magic
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of redistricting, that will likely continue.

But a rule of thumb is that the larger the turnout, the better Democrats do despite their feckless state
party. The next election is a presidential cycle and given the national Republican lack of success
compared to what they should have won should be instructive.

With rare exceptions, midterms almost always favor incumbents. In addition, the reliable big donors
for Texas Democrats have written off the Party after Beto O’Rourke’s spectacular social media
reliant flame-out. He was not even close to in-sync with national Democratic messaging that
delivered much better results than was widely expected.

General elections are national referenda and the 15% of Texas voters that call themselves independent
(but still typically break to the right) are in play. Democrats won substantial House seats in 2008 and
fought their way to a virtual tie in the Texas House, 76R-74D, with Barack Obama leading the ticket
and made historic gains in 2018 when Ted Cruz/Donald Trump nationalized the Texas mid-term.

In the last election, Trump and the US Supreme Court derailed what should have been a slam dunk
tsunami for Republicans. In 2024, it may well be the Matt Gaetz-Marjorie Taylor Greene with
control over Speaker McCarthy along with a “settled-law free Supreme Court” that is so over the top,
“independents” may reconsider voting for Democrats.

The point is that Republicans in Texas need to know that if they prioritize party purity over practical
connection to process and district, they may find themselves vulnerable.

The House currently has 86 Republicans. According to numbers by that venerable Texas-election
analyst Dana Chiodo, sixteen newly redistricted seats had 57% or less Trump vote in 2020. With
more than a thousand people a day moving to Texas and predominantly moving to the thirteen largest
counties, strategic thinkers in both parties need to be aware of how fast the electorate is changing.

Republicans have done a remarkably good job of identifying newly arrived Texans with a GOP voting
history and registering them, but externalities like Ukraine, China, and future unknowns will probably
drown out purely Texas-centric and overly partisan issues.

So, Rule #5 is that general elections are very different animals than the one that just elected you.
Again, the best defense is to be visible and take care of your district.

Rule #6: Deferring to Caucus is also not particularly helpful. One former Speaker told this observer
that “anyone who blindly follows their caucus is brain dead.” Put another way, the Legislature
typically only meets 140 days out of 730 which means little time to waste. Not to pick on
Republicans, but they do have the majority. However, if it only takes half of the Caucus plus one to
make a binding decision, 44 Republicans out of 150 members could rule the House—as much a
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recipe for disaster as when Democrats were in charge.

Rule #7 is that a good Speaker rarely exercises his authority asking for too many votes and using his
ability to punish gratuitously. Speaker Tom Craddick suffered a GOP chairman revolt that ultimately
allowed Joe Straus to beat him at least partially because the Midland Speaker micromanaged votes.
Every Speaker is entitled to highlight a dozen or so issues important to them. There is no evidence
that Speaker Phelan abuses that power but when leadership rarely asks for a vote, it is wise to
accommodate. Having said that, a good Speaker may ask for the vote but acknowledge that you
cannot vote against the interests of your district.

Rule #8: Among the list of leaders who are not your friend nor allies, you can count Governor Greg
Abbott and Lt. Governor Dan Patrick.

Among Abbott’s many acts of contempt for the Legislature was promising the Republican Caucus in
the 2015 session that he would help defend them in their primaries if they voted for his Pre-K
proposal. Outside agitators were calling the proposal to expand prekindergarten programs “godless
socialism.” At Abbott’s urging, House Republicans rallied and came to Abbott’s aid. Unfortunately,
when the GOP Primary came around and members were desperately reaching out for help, the
Governor was nowhere to be found—not even giving them permission to use his picture on mailers.

In a truly juvenile moment, Governor Abbott tried to display testosterone by vetoing Article X of the
budget, the Legislature’s funding, last session. It didn’t hurt the members as much as it put their staff
in jeopardy. It’s one reason it’s been so difficult to hire staff for this year. These are people with
mortgages and children and can sometimes put up with low pay if it comes with solid health
insurance.

We don’t have to list the issues defining Patrick’s poisonous relationship with the House (or even the
Governor on occasion). For example, besides publicly attacking both Speakers Straus and Phelan,
Patrick bears responsibility for secretly injecting poison pills into the so-called “Election-integrity”
bill that precipitated the Democratic walkout and quorum break.

Patrick is also a master of hostage taking and punishing House members. For example, he held
numerous House bills on his desk last session until then-House State Affairs Committee Chairman
Chris Paddie agreed to hold a hearing on Patrick’s “Star Spangled Banner Act,” the legislative
residue from his brief spat with Dallas Mavericks owner Mark Cuban.

For years, Patrick has been trying to silence and neuter local governments with legislation prohibiting
“taxpayer-funded lobbying.” And he was notorious for killing unrelated legislation carried by those
House members who voted against the proposition

Rule #9: The final lesson for this round is that you are going to cast thousands of votes this session.
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You may agonize over many of them. However, in the end, much of that is irrelevant. Legislation of
any consequence is written by conference committees with few limitations on how far the conferees
can reach.

Conference Committee votes are up or down votes with no amendments. It will accrue to your benefit
to make as many friends as you can because you can’t always predict who the conferees will be on
the bills you care about. They’ll hold all the cards. It also behooves you to not to make a fool of
yourself (see Rule #1) so you are at least in contention to be on a conference committee writing
legislation important to you.

One other thing.

This list of rules was also going to include a few words to freshmen senators but no need. Most Texas
Senate freshmen this year are “House-broken” (served in the House) and the Senate Republican
Caucus has fearfully surrendered their constitutional powers to the Lt. Governor.

Thus, your new-found lobby friends will tell you that while they like you, there is only one person to
lobby on the East side of the building and it is not you.

By Harvey Kronberg
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